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ABSTRACT

 

This paper presents the design decisions encountered
during the development of a specialised processor for the
Monte-Carlo simulation of metallurgical sintering. Several
possible architectures are presented. We show that such a
specialised processor using commercially available gate
array technology can solve the same problem more than
100 times faster than a modern high-end workstation. Even
using slower FPGAs it is possible to achieve a speedup of
over 50 times faster than a workstation, which supports the
concept of programmable special purpose computers at-
tached to general purpose machines. A prototype of the
processor is now being built using Xilinx FPGA and Aptix
FPIC switch technology.

 

1. Intr oduction

 

General purpose computers have been optimised to solve
a wide  range of problems efficiently. However, for certain
specific applications, it is possible to obtain much faster and
cheaper solutions using specially designed machines. Ex-
amples include RSA Cryptography, String Matching, Heat

and Laplace Equation Solution, N-body evolution, Binary
2-d Convolution, Binary Neural Nets, 3D Geometry Graph-
ics Accelerators and Discrete Cosine Transformations [3].
Many other applications of custom build computers can be
found in [6],[1],[2],[10],[13],[8]. In this paper we discuss
the process of sintering, and show how it is possible to im-
plement an application specific architecture tailored to this
problem. We explore a number of design trade-offs and
show how they affect the performance of the system. 

Sintering is the metallurgical process in which an object
is formed by heating a metal powder to a temperature below
its melting point. The main mechanism in this process is dif-
fusion, which can be effectively simulated using Monte-
Carlo techniques. However, even unrealistically small
problems contain millions of atoms whose movements must
be calculated in every Monte-Carlo step. As a result, simu-
lations can take days of CPU time on a conventional work-
station.

Our goal is to build a specialised processor to accelerate
the simulation of sintering and allow quicker experimenta-
tion with its governing parameters. At this stage we consid-

 

Figure 1. Two-dimensional model of sintering 
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er only a two-dimensional (cross-sectional) model. In
section 2 of this paper, an atomistic model of the sintering
process is presented. Section 3 introduces the architecture
and technology considerations involved in mapping this
model on to hardware. Sections 4 and 5 present two differ-
ent possible architectures and various optimisations. In sec-
tion 6 the performance of these architectures is estimated
and compared to that attainable on a high-end workstation.

 

2. The Sintering Model

 

Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional model of sintering.
Each large circle represents one particle of the sintered
powder, while the smaller circles represent atoms and holes.
Only three particles are considered since the results will be
similar throughout the powder.

Since the number of vacancies in the lattice (holes) is
generally less than one percent of the number of atoms, it is
more convenient to consider the motion of holes. Initially,
all of the holes are in the pore (that is, in the space between
the three particles), and during simulation may migrate into
the particles or around the surface of the pore. The probabil-
ity that a hole will swap places with a particular neighbour
is influenced by the configuration of atoms and holes in its
neighbourhood. This is because atoms have a higher proba-
bility of moving to a lower energy state (one in which they
have more atoms as neighbours). The pseudo-code in Fig-
ure 2 describes the sintering process as implemented in soft-
ware [11].

In our model of sintering there are two main diffusion
mechanisms [11]:

a) Bulk diffusion, where a hole can move just one

atomic distance at a time;
b) Surface diffusion, in which holes on the surface of

the powder particle can jump several atomic distances to fill
a remote hole. This can be modelled using a less constrained
probability function than for bulk diffusion [11]. 

In this paper we only address the simulation of systems
which can be represented using a hexagonal grid, thus each
atom has six immediate neighbours. This covers a wide
range of elements, including Copper, for which experimen-
tal data is available for verification of the simulation.

 

3. Ar chitecture and Technology Considera-
tions

 

The model depicted in Figure 1 has some features which
can be exploited to accelerate the simulation. For example,
processing hole rather than atom movement dramatically
reduces the number of elements which need to be proc-
essed. If the algorithm is executed on a special purpose
computer rather than a general purpose machine, then a
number of other optimisations can be realised. For example:

a) The memory word length can be matched to the data
structures required by the algorithm, resulting in smaller
storage requirements;

b) Memory accesses can be interleaved, allowing paral-
lel access to a group of atoms;

c) Low level concurrency in the algorithm can be ex-
ploited effectively;

d) The functions, structure and word size of the ALU can
be tailored to the problem.

 

Figure 2. Pseudo-code of the sintering simulation algorithm

 

WHILE  not finished DO  
read address of hole 
choose random neighbour
read hole and neighbour
IF neighbour is atom  THEN 

retrieve neighbours of hole 
retrieve neighbours of atom
calculate deltaN  // difference in number of atoms
calculate value of probability function P(deltaN)
choose random number R(0-1)
IF R < P  THEN 

write swapped hole and atom
update hole address

END IF
END IF 
increment hole array counter

END WHILE



 

Most of these optimisations relate to the memory organ-
isation used in the machine. The memory organisation con-
sidered for this work has been designed to store a hexagonal
grid efficiently, and is shown in Figure 3a. Three bits are re-
quired for each location to encode the type of hole, namely
whether it is a pore, bulk or external hole, or the type of at-
om, making it possible to represent different metals.

The probability that a hole will swap places with a par-
ticular atom depends upon the number of neighbour atoms
in the new position compared to the current number of
neighbours. Therefore, seven accesses are required to fetch
a hole and its six immediate neighbours. A further three ac-
cesses are required to fetch the neighbourhood of the new
location, since four of the required sites must be common
with the current position of the hole.

A high performance solution is to use a seven-way inter-
leaved memory, as shown in Figure 3b. 

Such a scheme allows any hole and all its immediate
neighbours to be fetched in a single access. Thus, only two
memory access are required to process each hole. However,

technical considerations regarding the number of address
and data lines routable on a PCB make three-way interleav-
ing (described in section 5) more practical.

 

4.  A Scanning Ar chitecture

 

The simplest implementation of the simulation is to
process all sites sequentially, irrespective of whether they
contain an atom or a hole, as shown in Figure 4. As dis-
cussed earlier, this approach is usually rejected for a soft-
ware implementation because most of the sites do not
change in every simulation step. However, from a hardware
perspective, the scheme has some advantages, namely:

a)  It is not necessary to maintain a list of holes,
with its associated overheads;

b)  Address generation is extremely simple;
c)  The architecture leads naturally to pipelined

implementation;
d)  It is easy to parallelise.

The major problem with this architecture for sintering
simulation is that the number of holes is typically less than

 

Figure 3. Organisation of hexagonal grid in software (a) and in hardware (b).
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Figure 4. Principle of the scanning method and the need for a buffer.
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one percent of the total number of locations. A hardware
implementation would need 100 times the processing pow-
er of a “holes only” software implementation just to equal
its performance. However, for metallurgical processes in-
volving a more equal ratio of holes to atoms this architec-
ture would be ideal.We investigated a few optimisations on
this simple approach namely pipelining and parallelisation
to see if we could build a machine which was simple and yet
provided the required speedup. In order to get an objective
measure of whether the machine would be competitive we
compared the performance with an optimal software imple-
mentation which only processed holes.

 

4.1  Pipelining

 

One way of accelerating the simple scanning architec-
ture is to exploit temporal parallelism in the data through

pipelining. A schematic for a pipelined implementation of
the scanning architecture is shown in Figure 5. In the hori-
zontal direction, the accessed cells move through a 5x5 ar-
ray of registers. These provide just enough storage to allow
calculation of the movement of a hole at their centre. Verti-
cally, a buffer stores the four previously accessed rows of
data, since information from five rows is required to calcu-
late the movement of a hole. For a lattice 1500 cells wide,
this buffer would occupy a little more than two kilobytes of
RAM (1500 x 4 rows x 3 bits).

This scheme takes advantage of temporal concurrency in
processing the array. For example, it is possible to overlap
reading the site information with the computation of the
new site state and the write-back to the array. The difference
in timing can be seen by comparing Figures 5(b) and 5(c),
where all three operations can be performed in the time pre-

 

Figure 5. Pipelined implementation of the scanning method (a), timing for the non-interleaved 
              memory   and buffer (b), timing for the two-way interleaved memory and buffer (c).
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Figure 6. Principle of the strip scanning method (a) and resolution of potential conflicts (b)
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viously taken by one. The additional complexity over a non
pipelined implementation results from the need for a smart
buffer scheme between the memory and the state logic.

 

4.2  Parallelisation

 

Another way of accelerating the simple scanning archi-
tecture is to exploit data parallelism. This parallelism arises
because each row can be calculated in parallel. Figure 6a
shows a scheme in which N 

 

strips

 

 of rows are processed in
parallel. In this case the memory data word is extended to N
sites (Nx3 bits), while the registers are extended to N+4
sites. The buffer requirements are unchanged. For a strip of
ten cells, the memory word size becomes 30 bits, which is
still feasible with current technology. The computation
hardware must be replicated ten times, but as mentioned
earlier it is relatively small. However, the computation
hardware must now resolve potential conflicts, as illustrated
in Figure 6b. In order to achieve the same results as for a se-
quential implementation it is necessary to give higher prior-
ity to upper holes.

 

5.  A “Holes Only” Ar chitecture

 

The main disadvantage of the scanning architecture is
that it processes about 100 times more information than the
software implementation. It is also possible to implement a
machine which only processes holes, using the scheme
shown in Figure 2. This algorithm has a number of features
which can be exploited by the architecture. First, if the ran-
domly chosen neighbour is a also a hole, then the original
hole is unmovable and no further action is needed, avoiding
a number of memory read operations. Second, if the proba-
bility function for a movable hole results in no movement,
then again no memory write is necessary and processing can
continue with the next hole. In order to analyse the behav-
iour of a machine which exploits these properties, the fol-
lowing definitions are useful:

Let 
MCS = the total number of Monte Carlo steps in

the simulation;
N

 

p

 

 = the total number of holes processed during
the simulation;

N

 

mvbl

 

 = the number of processed holes which are
potentially movable; 

N

 

mved

 

 = the number of holes which were actually
moved;

Therefore
N

 

mvbl
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p

 

 = Fraction of processed holes which are
potentially movable;

N

 

mved
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 = Fraction of processed holes which are
actually moved;

Table 1 shows the ratios N
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 and N

 

mved
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p

 

 for
some typical simulations. One observation is that the frac-
tion of holes which are actually moved is very small and
does not increase as the problem size grows. However, the
number of holes which are potentially movable falls to a
small fraction of the total number of holes processed. Con-
sequently, most of the time will be spent processing the
holes which are unmovable, and thus the number of cycles
spent looking at these holes should be minimised. The two
designs discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3 are focused on
minimising this time.

 

5.1  Memory Organisation

 

As discussed in section 2, an appropriate memory organ-
isation for this architecture is seven-way interleaved. Un-
fortunately, address generation for such a scheme is
expensive, and the large number of connections to memory
makes physical construction difficult. However, a three-
way interleaved memory as shown in Figure 7 is more prac-
tical. Four read accesses are required to process a movable
hole. However, it is important to note that all four reads are

 

Figure 7. Organisation of hexagonal grid on a three way interleaved memory (a)
 and the access sequence (b)
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not always required, as illustrated in Figure 7b. If the cho-
sen neighbour is also a hole, no move is possible and
processing continues with the next hole. At the start of sim-
ulation more than 99 percent of holes are unmovable and
therefore require just one read access, though this value de-
creases as the simulation progresses. The proportion of
holes which actually move, requiring the final write access,
is even less, as shown in table 1.

 

5.2  A non pipelined architecture

 

Figure 8a shows the design of an architecture capable of
implementing the “holes only” algorithm. The hole array
memory stores the address of each of the holes, and is rela-
tively small. For example, a 1500x1500 problem only re-
quires 47 kilobytes of high speed memory. The address
generator produces an address for each of the three main
memory banks of the neighbouring sites. Up to five such ad-
dress combinations (listed in Figure 7b) are produced for
each hole. A set of registers is used to store the fetched data
for calculation. The move calculation hardware is combina-
tional logic, identical to that used in the scanning method. 

Figure 8b shows the state diagram for the machine.

Twelve states are required to process a hole which is moved
including the write back to memory. If the hole is unmova-
ble, then the state machine exits after three transitions, and
if the hole does not move because of energy considerations
then one state is skipped. Thus, based on the simulation re-
sults, the processor would spend a significant amount of its
time executing only three states.

 

5.3  A pipelined architecture

 

Like the scanning architecture, the “holes only” design
can also be pipelined, as shown in Figure 9a. Pipelining ex-
ploits the temporal concurrency in processing holes, and
can provide significant performance gain. The only new el-
ements are the pipelining registers. 

Pipelining allows many states to be merged, resulting in
the state diagram of Figure 9b. Addresses can be pre-gener-
ated for the next main-memory fetch. Also, the hole array
counter can be incremented and the next hole address read
in parallel with the main-memory fetch. 

Importantly, unmovable holes are now processed in just
one cycle instead of three. As table 1 shows, these make up
the bulk of the processed holes for large problems, and the
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Figure 8. Architecture (a) and state diagram (b) of the pipelined “holes only” sintering processor 
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advantage of processing them quickly grows dramatically
as the problem size increases. 

 

6. Performance Comparison

 

In this section we analyse the performance of the four ar-
chitectures presented in this paper, namely the pipelined
and non-pipelined scanning machine and the pipelined and
non-pipelined “holes only” machine. The following param-
eters are used for the comparison:

Radius of each particle:100 atoms
Total Lattice size:442 x 442
Initial no. of holes:1854
Total Monte Carlo steps:2 x 10

 

6

 

Performance was compared to an efficient optimised
Fortran program

 

1

 

, which used a “holes only” method, exe-
cuted on a Sun SparcStation 5. This program generated the
following statistics, which were then used to estimate the
performance of the hardware architectures:

N

 

p

 

 = 3,708,000,000
N
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 =801,474,213  
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 = 22%
N
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 = 5,964,814  
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 /N
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 = 0.16%

Table 2 summarises the performance of the two architec-
tures for both FPGA and gate array technology. 

The cycle times are technology and architecture depend-
ent, and were chosen based on the underlying technology.
For the “holes only” architectures, address generation is the
most time consuming operation, since it involves a table
lookup and three parallel 20-bit additions. Hence the cycle

 

1. The program was written and kindly provided by Dr. Ivan
Podolsky of the Mathematics Department, The University of
Queensland.

 

time is determined by the speed of the address generator.
For the scanning architectures the address generator is a
simple counter. The memory access time is equal to 15 ns,
which is typical for fast static RAMs used in cache memo-
ries. 

 

7. Conclusions

 

In this paper we have presented a number of designs for
a specialised machine for modelling sintering. 

The scanning architecture is attractive because of its
simplicity, however the performance loss through process-
ing inactive sites cannot be ignored. Other machines which
have been built to solve problems of this class, like the CAP
have ignored this loss of efficiency and have assumed that
all sites must be processed [12],[9].

 Even pipelining the scanning architecture and using a
high speed gate array technology cannot result is a signifi-
cant speedup over a conventional workstation. The parallel
implementation of this architecture is limited by physical
constraints of memory width to about ten processing units
and would still perform worse than the simple “holes on-
ly”architecture.

 When implemented without pipelining, the “holes only”
architecture only achieved a modest performance improve-
ment, however, pipelining the design resulted in a substan-
tial speed increase using both field programmable and gate
array technology.

A prototype sintering processor is currently under con-
struction. A VHDL simulation model of the hardware has
been built and design of the processor is underway using
Xilinx FPGAs [14],[4],[5]. 
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